Stewards' Report

Meeting held at Mandurah on Friday, 6 September 2019

WEATHER: Fine  TRACK: Good  KENNEL TEMPERATURE: 18 Degrees
TIME KENNELS CLOSED: 6.30pm
Stewards: Mr S Jones, Mr C Kerr, Mr N Goold
Veterinary Surgeons: Dr S Gradwell
Veterinary Assistant: Ms H Rawlings
Lure Driver: Mr J Brooks

SCRATCHINGS: Under R23, the following greyhounds will stand down for a period of 10 days through:
Injury: Race 10 HERE COMES JOSH (6/9)
Illness: Race 12 COURAGEOUS MAC (6/9)
SAMPLES TAKEN: Race 1 INVICTUS NINA, Race 5 FANTASTIC ZIP

Race 1 - Novice/Provincial/490 - Novice - 6:52 PM
AMAZING FUN began quickly. SKETCHY KIRKS began slowly. THIRD RISE & IF YOU LIKE collided soon after the start. THIRD RISE & IF YOU LIKE collided several times on the second turn. SKETCHY KIRKS & IF YOU LIKE collided on the second turn. IF YOU LIKE galloped on the heels of THIRD RISE on the second turn. IF YOU LIKE galloped on the heels of THIRD RISE on the home turn.

Race 2 - Mixed 5/6/Country/405 - Mixed 5/6 - 7:11 PM
SUNSET MOO MOO began quickly. ASHY LARRY & RUG RAT collided soon after the start. WILD AND FREE & ASHY LARRY collided on the first turn. DAVID YELLOW & BURN OUT BOY collided on the first turn. RUG RAT & ABBY BOY collided on the first turn. DAVID YELLOW galloped on the heels of BURN OUT BOY on the first turn, DAVID YELLOW & BURN OUT BOY lost ground and collided with ABBY BOY, ABBY BOY stumbled and fell. WILD AND FREE & BURN OUT BOY collided approaching home.

A post race veterinary examination revealed that ABBY BOY had a Right - Hindleg - Fibula Injury and has been stood down for 14 days.
BURN OUT BOY was examined by the course Veterinary Surgeon and no apparent injury was reported.

DANCE AWAY began quickly. SHE CAN PARTY began slowly. DYNA ELVIO & JAYELL MAGIC collided soon after the start. JAYELL MAGIC & DISCOUNTER collided soon after the start. SHESA DRATTA, DYNA ELVIO & JAYELL MAGIC collided on the first turn. JAYELL MAGIC & DISCOUNTER collided on the first turn, DISCOUNTER lost ground. SHE CAN PARTY & DISCOUNTER collided on the first turn. SHE CAN PARTY checked off the heels of JAYELL MAGIC approaching home. DISCOUNTER checked off the heels of NAIQAMA approaching the home turn. DISCOUNTER checked off the heels of NAIQAMA on the home turn.

Race 4 - Novice/Provincial/405 - Novice - 7:52 PM
GO DANNO GO began quickly. PYJAMAS began slowly. SHINBONER PRIDE & PEPPA TWEDO collided soon after the start. WEST ON PEBBLES & KINGSBRAE TINA collided soon after the start. GO DANNO GO & HIGH HEAVEN collided on the first turn, HIGH HEAVEN lost ground and collided with KINGSBRAE TINA. WEST ON PEBBLES, HIGH HEAVEN, NEW WORLD ORDER & PEPPA TWEDO collided on the first turn. HIGH HEAVEN checked off the heels of PEPPA TWEDO approaching the home turn. HIGH HEAVEN shifted out and raced wide on the home turn. WEST ON PEBBLES checked off the heels of NEW WORLD ORDER on the home turn.

Race 5 - Mixed 1/2/Provincial/405 - Mixed 1/2 - 8:11 PM
FANTASTIC ZIP began quickly. UNIVERSAL GAS & CRAFTY RAMA began slowly. WATER PISTOL & LIGHTNING BOXY collided soon after the start. QUARA'S XAVIER & UNIVERSAL GAS collided soon after the start. CONWAY GUNDI checked off the heels of LIGHTNING BOXY soon after the start. QUARA'S XAVIER & LIGHTNING BOXY collided on the first turn. CRAFTY RAMA checked off the heels of WATER PISTOL approaching the home turn. UNIVERSAL GAS & LIGHTNING BOXY collided approaching the home turn. CRAFTY RAMA checked off the heels of WATER PISTOL on the home turn. WESTDALE PRINCE checked off the heels of FANTASTIC ZIP approaching the finishing line.
Race 6 - Grade 5 (mid Dist)/Provincial/647 - Grade 5 (mid Dist) - 8:33 PM
SUNNYSIDE UP began slowly. RAPPA FLASH began slowly. FANTASTIC GHOST & DYNA ORENTHAL collided on the first turn. FANTASTIC GHOST & RAPPA FLASH collided on the second turn. DYNA ORENTHAL checked off the heels of RAPPA FLASH collided on the second turn. FANTASTIC GHOST & RAPPA FLASH collided on the third turn. SUNNYSIDE UP & WEST ON JACK collided on the third turn. WEST ON VIOLET & DYNA GAVIN collided on the home turn. DYNA ORENTHAL checked off the heels of RAPPA FLASH on the home turn. FANTASTIC GHOST & DYNA GAVIN collided on the home turn. WEST ON VIOLET collided on the home turn.

Race 7 - Mixed 4/5/Provincial/490 - Mixed 4/5 - 8:57 PM
BANJO'S GIRL began quickly. SUNSET ECHO began slowly. WILLIE GUNDI & BOOMERING collided soon after the start. BOOMERING & DILSTON DEVISE collided on the first turn. ZOOM TUX & SUNSET ECHO collided on the first turn. ZOOM TUX & STALNEBERG collided on the second turn. ZOOM TUX checked off the heels of WILLIE GUNDI on the second turn. DILSTON DEVISE & ZOOM TUX collided approaching the home turn. ZOOM TUX & SUNSET ECHO collided on the home turn. WILLIE GUNDI & LAPTOP GURU collided on the home turn. BOOMERING, DILSTON DEVISE & ZOOM TUX collided on the home turn.

Race 8 - Grade 3/Provincial/405 - Grade 3 - 9:12 PM
PEYTON PLACE began quickly. CROCODILE SENOR began slowly. COMIC COLADA & ON THE TAKE collided soon after the start. ON THE TAKE & METAL BUSTER collided on the first turn. METAL BUSTER & SPOOKY SENSATION collided on the first turn. ATLANTIC LI & NOBELIUM collided on the first turn, ATLANTIC LI lost ground. ON THE TAKE & METAL BUSTER collided on the home turn. ATLANTIC LI & METAL BUSTER collided on the home turn. STARLIGHT APRIL & CONSORTIUM collided on the home turn. ROYCE MONELLI & KING TONY collided on the home turn. STARLIGHT APRIL & ROYCE MONELLI collided on the home turn. STARLIGHT APRIL & ROYCE MONELLI raced wide on the home turn and in the home straight. ROGER'S DREAMIN' collided approaching the finishing line.

Race 9 - Free For All (s)/Provincial/490 - Free For All (s) - 9:34 PM
DASHING TIGER began quickly. HIT RECORD & WISE RICCIARDO began slowly. POWERED BY GAS & TROOPER MONELLI collided soon after the start. POWERED BY GAS & TROOPER MONELLI collided on the first turn. HIT RECORD & WISE RICCIARDO collided on the first turn, WISE RICCIARDO lost ground. POWERED BY GAS & TROOPER MONELLI collided on the second turn, TROOPER MONELLI lost ground. JERKY BOY & TROOPER MONELLI collided approaching the home turn. JERKY BOY, WISE RICCIARDO & TROOPER MONELLI collided on the home turn.

Race 10 - Mixed 4/5/Provincial/405 - Mixed 4/5 - 9:56 PM
ROGER'S DREAMIN' began quickly. ROOFIN' ROY & PROPER CHARLIE began slowly. CONSORTIUM & PROPER CHARLIE collided soon after the start. ROYCE MONELLI & KING TONY collided on the first turn, KING TONY stumbled and lost ground. STARLIGHT APRIL & CONSORTIUM collided on the first turn. STARLIGHT APRIL & ROYCE MONELLI collided on the home turn. CONSORTIUM & PROPER CHARLIE collided on the home turn. ROOFIN' ROY & LHOSTE MONELLI raced wide on the home turn and in the home straight. ROGER'S DREAMIN' collided approaching the finishing line.

Race 11 - Grade 5/Country/302 - Grade 5 - 10:14 PM
FUN AND GAMES, HELLO DARCEY & GO LEVI began quickly. LEGEND SEEKER & HAYLEY BECCA began slowly. HELLO DARCEY & GO LEVI collided soon after the start. GO LEVI & IDEAL GRACE collided soon after the start. HELLO ISSY, FUN AND GAMES, GO LEVI, IDEAL GRACE & SPOLLY'S JET collided on the first turn. FUN AND GAMES & IDEAL GRACE collided on the first turn. LEGEND SEEKER & HAYLEY BECCA collided on the first turn.

Race 12 - Grade 6/Country/302 - Grade 6 - 10:36 PM
SPACE GHOST began slowly. NIMAC DANCER & SVETLANA MONELLI collided soon after the start. FABRAOAK & IRINKA MOONYEEN collided soon after the start. PURE PESH checked off the heels of ZARBO MONELLI, shifted out and collided with IRINKA MOONYEEN on the first turn. IRINKA MOONYEEN checked off the heels of PURE PESH on the first turn. PURE PESH & NIMAC DANCER raced wide on the home turn. ZARBO MONELLI checked off the heels of FABRAOAK in the home straight. PURE PESH raced wide in the home straight. NIMAC DANCER & SVETLANA MONELLI collided in the home straight and approaching the finishing line.

FINAL.